
Melbourne
scientists
reveal HIV
cell mystery
MELBOURNE
Researchers here have
discovered a crucial
mechanism ofHIV boosting
hopes of a cure for the virus
that affects more than 33
million people worldwide
The Age reported
The co head of the Burnet

Institute s Centre for
Virology Professor Sharon
Lewin said researchershad
workedouthowHIVentered
a group of cells in which the
virus tends to persist even
when someone is receiving
antiviral treatment that
reduces the virus to
undetectable levels
Lewin said the resting

cells had been a significant
barrier in the search for a
cure because the virus
seemed to hide in the cells
and reignite when people
stopped treatment

This is the first time
we ve identified how HIV
gets into these restingcells
she said

That s important
because when people are on
treatment it doesn t target

the virus in these cells —so
whenever you stop
treatment the virus comes
straight back up again
within two or three weeks
0ne of the major reasons

why thathappens is because
the virus hides in these
resting cells
Lewin said the finding

meant scientists could start

trying to find drugs that
block the virus from
entering the resting cells or
push the virus out of
them

It s a really good model
for screeningnewdrugs that
couldget ridofthese infected
resting cells so I imagine
other investigators and
pharmaceutical companies
willbevery interested in if
she said
The director ofthe Burnet

Institute ProfessorBrendan
Crabb described the
discovery as a
breakthrough which
heralded the beginning of a
new chapter in the fight
against HIV and AIDS
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